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Learning Objectives

• The URL based search option has been widely implemented - but do 
you know how to use its more advanced features ? 

• Learning goals:
1. Apply the full power of the URL based search options.
2. Construct search URLs based on some of the more complex search options, 

e.g. _include, _revinclude, :iterate, compartment based search, the use of 
wildcards, and nested _has reverse parameter chaining. 

• Prerequisite knowledge: Knowledge of, and experience with, basic 
FHIR search. 
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Basic Search (quick recap)

• Parameters defined for a given focal resource
• GET /Patient?name=Jones&language=en,dk

• Modifiers, comparators
• GET /Patient?name:exact=Jones&birthdate=sa2000

• Forward parameter chaining
• GET /Condition?patient.name=Jones

• Reverse parameter chaining
• GET /Patient?_has=Condition:patient:code=EARP
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Agenda

• _include, _revinclude
• :iterate
• Wildcard searches (*)
• Compartment based search
• Bulk data
• ..more complex options
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_include, _revinclude
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Example #1 – (Reverse) Including

• Include referenced resources in the response bundle, not just 
the ‘focal’ resource type

Query Condition resources (related to Ear Pain) AND (include 
referenced Patient)
GET [base]/Condition?code=16001004&_include=Condition:patient

Query for Patient resources (with name Adam) AND (reverse include 
Conditions that refer to the Patient)
GET [base]/Patient?name=Adam&_revinclude=Condition:patient
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Example #2 – Including

Query Encounter resources (for Adam) AND (include referenced 
Patient) AND (include referenced Practitioner)

GET [base]/Encounter?patient.name=Adam

&_include=Encounter:patient   

&_include=Encounter:practitioner
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:iterate
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Scope of (rev)include

• By default, any includes or revincludes are related to the scope of the
search only, i.e. to the focal resource of the search

• If you wish to include/revinclude things related to other includes, then
you need the :iterate modifier
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(rev)include, iteratively

• Imagine a recursive relationship, and a desire to
_include all siblings

• GET [base]/Observation?code=10304-8 
&_include=Observation:has-member

• GET [base]/Observation?code=10304-8 
&_include:iterate=Observation:has-member
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Example #2 – (Reverse) Including, with :iterate

Query for Patient resources AND (reverse include Encounters that refer 
to the Patient) AND (include Practitioners referred to by those 
Encounters)
GET [base]/Patient?name=Adam

&_revinclude=Encounter:patient 

&_include:iterate=Encounter:practitioner
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Example #3: Linked patients, and their organizations

1. GET [base]/Patient?name=Adam&_include=Patient:link
&_include=Patient:organization

2. GET [base]/Patient?name=Adam&_include=Patient:link
&_include:iterate=Patient:organization

#1
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Example #4: Patients, and their observations

1. GET [base]/Patient?name=Adam&_include=Patient:link
&_revinclude=Observation:patient

2. GET [base]/Patient?name=Adam&_include=Patient:link
&_revinclude:iterate=Observation:patient

#1
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Notes on :iterate

• HAPI cheats (‘optimizes’) the use of :iterate
• E.g. Focal resource type = A, _include=B:someReference
• then by default it will “:iterate”

• Many servers limit the iteration depth
• E.g. Public Vonk: 1 (configurable)
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Wildcard Searches
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Use of a wildcard instead of ‘reference’ parameter 
names
• Instead of:
GET [base]/Encounter? .. 
&_include=Encounter:patient&_include=Encounter:pract
itioner&_include=Encounter:account&_include=Encounte
r:appointment&_include=Encounter:diagnosis& etcetera

• One can simply use:
GET [base]/Encounter? .. &_include=Encounter:*

• _(rev)include all referenced resources, references of 
any type
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Example #6: use of wildcards

• _include=Observation:*
• has-member, performer, patient, ..

• _revinclude:iterate=Encounter:*
• patient, practitioner, ..

• _revinclude:iterate=Observation:*
• Anything referenced by any observation in the result set, recursively if an

Observation references another Observation
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Caveat when using wildcards

• Heavy burden on the server, especially if combined with :iterate
• Could easily result in returning the entire EHR

• Supported by very few servers
• Not by any of the public servers we tend to use for exercises
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Compartment based Search
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What is a Compartment ?

•A compartment is a logical grouping of resources 
which share a common property.
• For access control, and as an access mechanism for finding a set of 

related resources quickly

•Example: Patient compartment
• The patient compartment includes any resources where the 

subject of the resource is the patient, and some other resources 
that are directly linked to resources in the patient compartment

• Other compartments: Encounter, Practitioner, Device, ..
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Scope = resources in the compartment itself

Compartment sets the scope:
• GET /Patient/123/Condition
• GET /Patient/123/Device?type=882002

Patient

Condition

Observation

Device

Patient compartment
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Scope = Compartment

• Search for Communication resources, regardless of 
whether the Patient is the subject, the sender or the
recipient of that Communication resource:
• GET /Patient/123/Communication

• All Communcation resources, sent or received by a 
Practitioner, related to Patient with id=123

• GET /Practitioner/456/Communication?subject._id=123
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Bulk Data
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Bulk Data

• $everything (on Patient)
• GET /Patient/[id]/* (entire compartment)
• Send a Bundle of search-URLs

• Response is a Bundle of Bundles

• FHIR Bulk Data Access
• https://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/us-bulk-data/
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.. more complex options
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More Complex Options

• _query=name&parameter=xx

• Named (stored) query with custom behaviour, returns FHIR 
resources

• Akin to a FHIR operation
• _filter query parameter

• SQL like query expression (OData based), has added value in 
certain combination queries, returns FHIR resources

• GraphQL (returns random JSON structures)
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Summary
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How to define complex search URLs:

• Given a set of desirable characteristics one has defined for a response bundle:
• What is the set of resource types and search parameter names used to express these 

characteristics ? Any modifiers or comparators?
• What ‘reference’ search parameters are available that interlink these resource types ? Create

a graph. The direction of the references matters: forward parameter chaining or reverse 
chaining.

• What will be your focal resource type? This may not be the most obvious resource type. 
Choose your resource type carefully, this has a major impact on the overall search URL.

• If the response bundle should be larger in scope than the above set, use _(rev)include. Use
:iterate only if really necessary.

• Wildcard ‘reference’ parameters: use *, or Compartment based search
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Summary

• Learning goals:
1. Do you feel able to apply the full power of the URL based search options ?
2. Have you learned how to construct search URLs based on some of the more 

complex search options, e.g. _include, _revinclude, :iterate, compartment 
based search, the use of wildcards, and nested _has reverse parameter 
chaining ?

• Hands-on exercises, with answers: 
• http://www.fire.ly/materials/DDNOV20_Advanced_Search.pdf 
• Or: https://bit.ly/36JTIi3
• (Note that this file will only be available for a few weeks)
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Contact

• René Spronk, trainer & training coordinator, Firely bv
• Email: rene@fire.ly
• Twitter: @ringholm

• During DevDays, you can find / reach me here:
• Via Whova App – speaker’s gallery
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